C. Technical -Justification 
Introduction
This proposal is to encode two mathematical diagonal bar symbols, a rising diagonal and a falling diagonal. The two symbols can be found in contemporary use in mathematical publications, for instance in the notation of spaces of double cosets. The proposed symbols differ from other solidi by their slant. They are proposed to be disunified from the box-drawing diagonals, U+2571 BOX DRAWING LIGHT DIAGONAL UPPER RIGHT TO LOWER LEFT and U+2572 BOX DRAWING LIGHT DIAGONAL UPPER LEFT TO LOWER RIGHT, whose slant may vary between fonts. As the evidence samples will demonstrate, the slant is significant, the symbols being used contrastively with other mathematical solidi, including U+2215 DIVISION SLASH, U+29F5 REVERSE SOLIDUS OPERATOR, and U+2216 SET MINUS.
The proposed symbols are part of the STIX PUA collection, whose standardization in Unicode is an ongoing project. A description of the STIX Fonts Project [1] and the STIX PUA set can be found in the INCITS/L2 proposal documents L2/09-261 and L2/09-262 [2] .
Disunification
The proposed diagonals correspond to the LaTeX entities \diagup and \diagdown. In early versions of Unicode, the box-drawing symbols U+2571 BOX DRAWING LIGHT DIAGONAL UPPER RIGHT TO LOWER LEFT and U+2572 BOX DRAWING LIGHT DIAGONAL UPPER LEFT TO LOWER RIGHT had representative glyphs drawn at a 45°/135° angle. This implied a unification of the Unicode characters to use for \diagup and \diagdown with the box-drawing diagonals. However, as the Standard evolved, the representative glyphs of the box-drawing diagonals changed slope. Fonts also adopted glyphs of varying slope, making the boxdrawing diagonals inadequate in contexts where a specific slant is required, such as in mathematical notation. This document proposes the disunification of the mathematical diagonals from the boxdrawing diagonals by encoding two distinct characters to represent \diagup and \diagdown in Unicode.
The proposed characters differ from existing solidi by their slope. Figure 1 reproduces several solidi as they appear in the Unicode 5.2 code charts. In contrast, the proposed symbols are drawn at a 45°/135° angle with the baseline, which is not allowed to change as glyphic variation. In particular, the box-drawing diagonals, U+2571 BOX DRAWING LIGHT DIAGONAL UPPER RIGHT TO LOWER LEFT and U+2572 BOX DRAWING LIGHT DIAGONAL UPPER LEFT TO LOWER RIGHT, have representative glyphs that changed between versions of Unicode, to align with other box-drawing symbols, whether those formed square or rectangular box cells. In Unicode 3.0, the diagonals aligned with square box pieces, whereas later versions adopted a rectangular style. Figure 2 illustrates the glyph changes between Unicode versions, in contrast with the glyphs of the proposed characters. Fonts too commonly scale the box-drawing symbols to their preferred aspect ratio. As a result, U+2571 and U+2572 have glyphs of different slope in different fonts, which makes them inadequate for contexts where a certain fixed slope is required. Figure 3 compares the glyphs of several solidi in a few Microsoft Office and Microsoft Windows 7 fonts.
Figure 3: Glyphs of existing solidi in a few Microsoft Office and Microsoft Windows 7 fonts at size 16: Arial Unicode MS, Cambria Math, Lucida Sans Unicode, MS Gothic, MS Mincho, and Segoe UI Symbol. Note, in particular, the varying slopes of the box-drawing symbols U+2571 and U+2572.
Mappings
The following public entity sets and symbol lists were consulted in search for mappings to Unicode characters for representing the proposed symbols: 
Proposed Characters
The proposed characters are  U+27CB MATHEMATICAL RISING DIAGONAL  U+27CD MATHEMATICAL FALLING DIAGONAL allocated in the remaining unassigned code points of the Miscellaneous Mathematical Symbols-A block. Their glyphs must form a 45°/135° angle with the baseline, as shown earlier in Figure 2b .
The proposed characters have the properties suggested below, similar to those of other mathematical symbols, such as U+2215 DIVISION SLASH, U+29F5 REVERSE SOLIDUS OPERATOR, U+29F8 BIG SOLIDUS, and U+29F9 BIG REVERSE SOLIDUS. The two symbols form a mirroring pair. Table 1 : UCD properties of the proposed characters (Math = Yes derives implicitly from gc = Sm).
Supporting Evidence
This section attests the proposed symbols with from samples from two main sources:  Several LaTeX symbol charts, consolidated in the "The Comprehensive LaTeX Symbol List" [4] ;  An article [5] published by the American Mathematical Society, which illustrates the contrastive use of the proposed diagonals together with the other solidi.
Figure 4:
Samples illustrating the entities "\diagup" and "\diagdown" in several LaTeX packages, consolidated in "The Comprehensive LaTeX Symbol List" [4] (one package defining additional synonyms).
From the top: "AMSsymbols" package, p. 67; "mathabx" package, p. 68; "MnSymbol" package, p. 34.
Figure 5:
Samples illustrating the negated entities "\ndiagup" and "\ndiagdown" in the LaTeX package "MnSymbol," from p. 35 of [4] . Combining character sequences employing U+0338 COMBINING LONG SOLIDUS OVERLAY and U+20E5 COMBINING REVERSE SOLIDUS OVERLAY (<U+27CB, U+20E5> and <U+27CD, U+0338>) can be used to represent the negated symbols instead of proposing precomposed characters. 
